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ABSTRACT

This paper discusses the relevance of transient events of strong large-scale ocean evaporation (SLOE) for

the deuterium excess of marine boundary layer vapor d using a theoretical framework that invokes the closure

assumption.We argue that during SLOE events, d is essentially determined by the evaporation flux signature.

Distinct high d during SLOE with global-mean values in the range of 12&–23& depending on the non-

equilibrium fractionation factor ak result from the large air–sea humidity gradients reflected in low relative

humidity with respect to sea surface temperature (hs 5 53% 6 9%) that characterize these events. Extra-

tropical cyclones are highlighted as an important driver for the variability of d. On the one hand, they are

themselves associated with high hs and low d, especially in areas of cloud formation and precipitation in the

warm sector. On the other hand, cyclones are the main driver inducing SLOE events with high d in regions of

cold-air advection upstream of their path. The sensitivity of d to its direct climate controls (hs and SST) is

analyzed during SLOE for different ak formulations and found to be coherent with d–hs and d–SST slopes

determined from available observations. The d–hs relationship exhibits a robust negative correlation as op-

posed to the d–SST relationship, which shows regional and time-scale-dependent variations in strength and

sign that are induced by indirect hs–SST cross-correlation effects. The dynamical features involved in SLOE

generation appear to exert a key control on the moisture source properties relevant for d in the extratropics.

1. Introduction

Events of strong large-scale ocean evaporation

(SLOE) in the mid-to-high latitudes (.308 in the

Northern and Southern Hemispheres) have been shown

by Aemisegger and Papritz (2018, hereinafter Part I) to

be induced by cold and dry airstreams. Such events are

found to be particularly frequent in wintertime over the

warm ocean western boundary currents (WBCs) as well

as along the sea ice edge. The spatial occurrence fre-

quency patterns of SLOE highlights several regions that

have previously been identified as footprint areas of

Greenland and Antarctic precipitation (Delaygue et al.

2000; Werner et al. 2001; Noone and Simmonds 2002;

Sodemann et al. 2008a; Sodemann and Stohl 2009). By

construction, SLOE events strongly influence the iso-

topic composition of low-level atmospheric water vapor

as they are defined using a criterion of high atmospheric

moisture uptake efficiency (i.e., conditions in which the

ocean evaporation flux is large compared to the near-

surface water vapor content). The second-order isotope

variable deuterium excess d (Dansgaard 1964) is a par-

ticularly interesting tracer for moisture source condi-

tions, because it is sensitive to nonequilibrium conditions

occurring in unsaturated environments. It is defined as

follows:

d5 d2H2 8d18O, (1)

with d2H and d18O following the commonly used

d notation for water isotopes, which expresses the rel-

ative deviation of the isotopic mixing ratios R from

the internationally accepted primary water isotope
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standard, the Vienna mean standard ocean water

(VSMOW2; Coplen 2011),

d5
R2R

VSMOW2

R
VSMOW2

, (2)

with R2H
VSMOW2 5 155:763 1026 and R18O

VSMOW2 5 2005:23
1026 (with d generally expressed in &).

To first order, d is conserved during transport and

moderate rain out along an air parcel’s trajectory (Petit

et al. 1991; Ciais and Jouzel 1994). The d has thus been

the focus of early isotope studies beginning in the 1960s

that sought to understand the relationship between

stable water isotopes and air–sea variables at the mois-

ture source (Dansgaard 1964; Craig and Gordon 1965;

Merlivat and Jouzel 1979, hereinafter MJ79). Thereaf-

ter, many studies have linked d in Greenland and Ant-

arctic ice cores to past changes in source conditions and/

or source locations due to changes in circulation patterns

(Jouzel et al. 1982; Johnsen et al. 1989; Vimeux et al.

1999; Stenni et al. 2001; Noone and Simmonds 2004;

Masson-Delmotte et al. 2005; Jouzel et al. 2007a;

Steffensen et al. 2008; Markle et al. 2017).

SLOE events are expected to be associated with a

distinct d signature in marine boundary layer water va-

por that is different from normal conditions. The pri-

mary aims of this study are to characterize the typical

d signature of SLOE events and to investigate its sen-

sitivity to the variability in air–sea variables at the

moisture source in a climatological sense. Additionally,

in view of their important role in the generation of

SLOE, the influence of extratropical cyclones on the

variability of d will be discussed.

The Craig and Gordon model (Craig and Gordon

1965, hereinafter CG65; see also section 2b) has become

the cornerstone of isotopic studies focusing on the iso-

tope effects associated with the evaporation of ocean

water since its introduction in 1965. This model predicts

the isotopic composition of the evaporation flux as a

function of environmental state variables and isotope

fractionation factors. The three main environmental

controls in the CG65 model are the ratio of the specific

humidity of the air and the saturation specific humidity

at sea surface temperature (relative humidity normal-

ized to sea surface temperature hs), the sea surface

temperature (SST), and the near-surface wind speed.

The strong physical link predicted by the CG65model

between hs and the isotope signature of boundary layer

water vapor, and in particular dy, has been supported by

recent measurements over the ocean (e.g., Gat et al.

2003; Uemura et al. 2008; Kurita 2011; Steen-Larsen

et al. 2014; Benetti et al. 2014) and over land (Angert

et al. 2008; Pfahl and Wernli 2008; Welp et al. 2012;

Aemisegger et al. 2014), when the ambient moisture is

predominantly originating from ocean evaporation.

These studies show that at synoptic time scales dy is

strongly correlated with hs. Furthermore, as noted by

Pfahl and Sodemann (2014), the dy–hs relationship

emerging from different recentmeasurement campaigns

are linear and very similar despite the great variety of

the geographical locations and conditions in which these

measurements were performed. The similarity of the

identified dy–hs relationship from measurements from

different oceanic regions suggests that dy might be

mainly determined by the fresh ocean evaporate’s de
signature and that the background dy signature of the

advected airstreams is of secondary importance. This

would confirm the validity of the closure assumption for

d that has been proposed by MJ79. The closure as-

sumption states that the only source of low-level atmo-

spheric water vapor over the ocean is ocean evaporation

and the only sink is transport into the free troposphere

(MJ79). The effects of horizontal advection, precipita-

tion evaporation, and subsidence and thus the potential

feedback of ambient dy on de are thus neglected. In this

study, we use the closure assumption and apply it to the

CG65 formulation, yielding the CG65closure model as

proposed byMJ79 (see also section 2c) to globally estimate

dc during SLOE events. Arguments for why dc is a good

estimate of de during SLOE events are presented and

discussed in section 2c.

Applying the closure assumption simplifies the cal-

culation of de but neglects the feedback of the isotope

signature of ambient air on the ocean evaporate. As a

result, the validity of the closure assumption at the local

scale and over short time scales has been critically dis-

cussed in the past, in a study based on model data from

an isotope-enabled global numerical climate model

(herein abbreviated as isoGCM; Jouzel and Koster

1996). However, the sensitivity of the simulated dy by

isoGCMs to the environmental conditions at the mois-

ture source does not reflect the sensitivities obtained

from empirical data. Risi et al. (2013) showed that the

slope of the dy–hs relationship was strongly under-

estimated in the isotope-enabled Laboratoire de

Météorologie Dynamique zoom model (LMDZiso)

isoGCM for a simulation over the Southern Ocean

compared to measurements from the ship campaign

presented in Uemura et al. (2008). The reasons for this

underestimation as well as the relatively large biases of

simulated dy that are also seen in other models (Jouzel

et al. 2007b; Yoshimura et al. 2008; Steen-Larsen et al.

2017) have not yet been identified. The closure as-

sumption thus allows us to investigate the environmen-

tal controls on dc based onobservationallywell-constrained

reanalysis data and within a simpler framework, than if
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an isoGCM is used. In this way, our study contributes

to a physically based description of the mechanisms

leading to the observed sensitivities of dy to air–sea

variables. This is a necessary step in the pursuit of

gaining a better understanding of the proxy information

available from d at different time scales.

Even though hs is the direct physical controlling factor

of de at the time scale at which evaporation occurs, as

reflected by recent dy measurements, the assumption

that over long glacial–interglacial time-scale changes in

global-mean hs over the ocean are small [see Schneider

et al. (2010) for a physically based discussion and justi-

fication of this assumption] has led many studies of d in

Antarctic ice cores to interpret these signals as a mois-

ture source SST signal (e.g., Vimeux et al. 1999; Stenni

et al. 2001). This assumption has been questioned by

Pfahl and Sodemann (2014), who argue that the in-

terpretation of d variations in paleorecords should be

adapted to reflect climatic influences on hs during

evaporation. Indeed, even if the global-mean surface

relative humidity changes are strongly constrained by

the surface energy balance and remain small over long

time scales, local changes in moisture source hs may

affect the dy signature. Such changes in moisture source

hs can, for example, be due to shifts in the storm tracks

(Shaw et al. 2016) and frontal activity (Rudeva and

Simmonds 2015) or the location and extent of the warm

ocean WBCs both affecting the frequencies and spatial

distribution of SLOE and the geographical location of

moisture sources associated with a certain ice core drill

site. Our hypothesis is that the discrepancies between

the interpretation of moisture source dy as a proxy for hs
at short time scales and a proxy for SST at longer time

scales arises as a result of the changing cross-correlation

patterns between these two variables, when going from

synoptic to interannual variability regimes. This hy-

pothesis is tested in the present study using the SLOE

framework.

In this paper, we will thus investigate the phase space

of the climate controls on moisture source dc during

SLOE events at different time scales. After shortly in-

troducing the dataset used and the analysis methods in

section 2a, we critically discuss the assumption involved

in predicting dc solely from reanalysis data (sections 2b

and 2c). We show that within the framework of the

CG65 model, the closure assumption of MJ79 is rela-

tively good at low hs such as is typically observed during

SLOE. Thereafter, we discuss the global patterns of

winter mean dc during SLOE using different parame-

terizations of the nonequilibrium fractionation factor ak

and compare the results to latent heat flux weighted

seasonal means (section 3a). Then, the importance of hs
and SST as controlling factors of dc at different time

scales is analyzed and the nature of the indirect effects of

the hs–SST cross correlation is investigated. Sub-

sequently, the role of the wind speed is discussed briefly

(section 3b). The slopes of the linearized dc(SST) and

dc(hs) relations for the different parameterizations are

then compared to available estimates from different

measurement studies (section 3d). Finally, a synthesis on

the use of different ak is made (section 3e) and conclu-

sions are drawn (section 4).

2. Data, theory, and methods

a. Dataset and relevant meteorological fields

The climatology of dc in a near-surface oceanic envi-

ronment and its climate controls presented here is based

on 6-hourly global ERA-Interim data (Dee et al. 2011)

from the European Centre for Medium-RangeWeather

Forecasts (ECMWF) during the period 1979–2014. The

main motivation for the use of this dataset is its global

coverage, 6-hourly temporal resolution, and good

quality. The meteorological fields used from the ERA-

Interim dataset are interpolated from a T255 spectral

resolution to a regular horizontal grid of 18 resolution
with 60 vertical levels. Three main climate variables are

used in this study: hs, SST, and 10-m wind speeds jUj10m.
A more detailed discussion on the reanalysis data

product quality and the objective identification method

of SLOE events can be found in Part I.

Near-surface ocean regions affected by extratropical

cyclones are identified using a slightly updated version

(Sprenger et al. 2017) of the algorithm of Wernli and

Schwierz (2006). Regions within closed sea level pres-

sure (SLP) contours that contain one or several local sea

level pressure minima are defined as cyclone masks. The

maximum length of the outermost pressure contour is

restricted to 7500km. Using a conservative method of

association between cyclone features and SLOEobjects,

SLOE is found to be frequently linked to extratropical

cyclones (.70% for the North Atlantic; Part I).

Composites of dc during SLOE and cyclone passages,

respectively, are computed from 6-hourly fields taking

only values into account that are affected by the re-

spective feature. In section 3 below we will focus on

winter mean composites, because both SLOE and cy-

clone frequencies are highest during this season, thus

making the composite estimate the most robust. Sea-

sonal mean estimates of surface latent heat flux (SLH)-

weighted dc are also computed to compare the SLOE

and cyclone composites to a reference dc estimate from

the reanalysis data. This SLH-weighted mean (for

SLH# 0Wm22, flux from the ocean to the atmosphere)

dc is an estimate of dc during evaporation in general, not

only selected for strong evaporation.
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To assess the influence of the moisture source condi-

tions and in particular hs and SST on dc, Pearson cor-

relation coefficients are computed at monthly and

interannual time scales from SLOE composites. No

detrending or removal of the annual cycle is performed,

since the drivers behind the annual cycle on the one

hand and the interannual variability on the other hand

are of interest here. We apply orthogonal univariate

linear least squares regressions to determine the sensi-

tivity of dc to its climate controls. Note that our analysis

is limited by the fact that we only look at linear cross

relationships among dc, hs, and SST. To first order, we

expect a close to linear relationship between hs and dc, as

well as between SST and dc, as discussed in sections 2b

and 2c, which justifies the use of Pearson correlation

coefficients and linear regression analysis to character-

ize these relationships.

To compute dc from the ERA-Interim dataset we use

the closure assumption from MJ79 and apply it to the

CG65 model. In the following, we will first discuss the

influence of the relevant environmental conditions

controlling de in the formulation of the CG65 model

from a theoretical perspective without the closure as-

sumption (section 2b) and then assess the impact of the

closure assumption (section 2c).

b. The CG65 model

The isotope ratio of the evaporation flux following

Craig and Gordon (1965) is

R
e
5

R
‘

a
2 h

s
R

y

a
k
(12 h

s
)

(3)

where a5R‘/Ry is the temperature-dependent equilib-

rium fractionation factor relating the isotope ratio of the

liquid ocean-surfaceR‘ to the isotope ratio of the vapor-

phase Ry, with ak the nonequilibrium fractionation fac-

tor resulting from differences in the diffusivity of the

different isotopes.

Three different formulations of ak are used, which can

all be expressed based on the diffusion coefficients of

water isotopes of Merlivat (1978) (see section 3e):

1) ak(MJ79), with wind-dependent factors of MJ79

based on the water evaporation model for rough

(jUj10m $ 7ms21) and smooth (jUj10m , 7m s21)

surfaces by Brutsaert (1975);

2) ak(PW09), with wind-independent factors of Pfahl

and Wernli (2009, hereinafter PW09); and

3) ak(MJ79cstu6ms), with wind-independent factors us-

ing ak as obtained from the wind-dependent factors

of MJ79 for jUj10m 5 6m s21 (MJ79cstu6ms). This

jUj10m value is chosen because it is close to the mean

jUj10m of 9m s21 during strong ocean evaporation

(Part I) but still in the smooth evaporation regime.

The currently available observations generally fol-

low the dc(hs) dependency as predicted by closure in

the smooth regime and rarely show weaker sensitiv-

ities of dy to hs as predicted with ak(MJ79) in the

rough regime (e.g., PW09; Benetti et al. 2014; Steen-

Larsen et al. 2014, 2015).

The phase space describing the variability of de is

spanned by hs, SST, dy, and therewith jUj10m, when using
ak(MJ79) as illustrated in Fig. 1a, in which the colored

shading is shown as a function of hs and dy. Figure 1a was

obtained by simulating all possible combinations of hs
and Ry using Eq. (3) and assuming SST 5 208C and

jUj10m 5 6m s21. The pattern shown in Fig. 1a is shifted

vertically for changing SST conditions and tilted for

changes in jUj10m. The impact of the different control-

ling factors and the implications of the closure assump-

tion on de will be discussed in the next section with the

help of Fig. 1a.

c. The closure assumption of MJ79 and its impact on
de estimates

The use of the closure assumption of MJ79 simplifies

the quantitative description of de such that it can be

calculated from hs, SST, the molecular diffusivities of

the isotope compounds in air, and wind-speed condi-

tions only, without including the feedback from dy.

In this section we argue that the isotope signature

of low-level moisture during a SLOE event is mainly

determined by local evaporation. The chosen identifi-

cation method of SLOE ensures that the identified

evaporation features contribute substantially to the

locally available near-surface humidity. Thus, a SLOE

event as defined here has a strong impact on the isotope

signature of low-level moisture and the conditions as-

sociated with such events warrant the use of the closure

assumption. The isotopic ratio of the evaporation flux

Re in this case equals the isotopic ratio of boundary

layer water vapor Ry (MJ79):

R
e
5R

y
5R

c
, (4)

with Re the isotope ratio of ocean evaporation, Ry the

isotope ratio of ambient water vapor, and Rc the isotope

ratio as obtained from CG65closure [see Eq. (5) below].

If the closure assumption [Eq. (4)] is applied, Eq. (3)

simplifies to the following formulation introduced by

MJ79 (herein the CG65closure):

R
c
5

R
‘

a[a
k
1 h

s
(12a

k
)]
. (5)
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Note that dc can be obtained from the combination of

Eq. (5) for 2H and 18O, which leads to the following

expression, if we assume R‘ 5RVSMOW2:

d
c
5

8<
: 1

a2H[a
2H
k 1h

s
(12a

2H
k )]

2 1

9=
;1000

2 8

8<
: 1

a18O[a
18O
k 1 h

s
(12a

18O
k )]

2 1

9=
;1000: (6)

This very close to linear dependency of dc on hs is

shown in Fig. 2a. The sensitivities of the slope and in-

tercept of the dc(hs) relation on the equilibrium frac-

tionation factor a are weak (Fig. 2). In contrast, the

variation of the nonequilibrium fractionation factor ak

as a function of wind speed jUj10m when using ak(MJ79)

and the differences between the three ak formulations

are at least as important as the SST-induced shift in the

intercept of the dc(hs) relation (colored lines in Fig. 2).

The impact of boundary layer turbulence and stability

on ak is not yet well constrained for the open sea and is

based on ideal laboratory experiments performed in

near-neutral stability conditions. According to Eriksson

andBolin (1964), 95%of present-day ocean evaporation

occurs in the ‘‘smooth’’ regime. This is confirmed by the

presently available observations of marine boundary

layer dy (Steen-Larsen et al. 2014, 2015; Benetti et al.

2014), which show that their identified dy(hs) relations

correspond better to ak(MJ79) slopes in the smooth

regime than the slopes in the rough regime.However, given

that jUj10m during SLOE is approximately 9ms21, the

rough regime dominates the dc calculated with ak(MJ79).

Figure 1 illustrates the potential importance of the

feedback of dy (along the y axis) on de (colored shading),

which is neglected when using the closure assumption

(black line in Fig. 1). From a dynamical point of view,

dy can be different from de when strong, large-scale

advection and/or vertical mixing prevails, in particular

during the summer, when continental evaporation is

large, downstream of land areas. The strength of the

feedback effect of ambient dy on de is humidity and

wind-speed dependent (more important for high hu-

midities and stronger winds), as illustrated in Fig. 1.

Far excursions from the closure assumption (de-

viations from the black line along the y axis in Figs. 1a,b)

are rather unlikely, particularly in the case of strong

evaporation, meaning for low hs, in which case the new

evaporate will rapidly change ambient dy. For low am-

bient hs, large differences between dy and de are needed

to significantly impact de. A deviation of 65& for

dy from closure (see red arrow in Fig. 1a at hs 5 40%)

due to horizontal advection of an air mass with a distinct

isotope signature at the evaporation site will lead to a

small change in the resulting de (see red arrow on the

color bar in Fig. 1a), when using CG65. Furthermore,

very dry depleted continental or upper-tropospheric air

is generally associated with high dy, as discussed in

several recent measurement studies (e.g., Kurita et al.

2016; Sodemann et al. 2017), because of the sensitivity of

FIG. 1. (a) Deuterium excess in ocean evaporation de (colored shading) and (b) deviation from closure

Dde2y 5 de 2dy (colored shading) as a function of hs and dy for SST 5 208C and the nonequilibrium fractionation

factors ak from MJ79 with jUj10m 5 6m s21. The black solid line illustrates the closure assumption where dy 5 de.

Note that a flatter structure (contour lines and black closure line) would be obtained if using nonequilibrium factors

from MJ79 and a jUj10m of 7.1–12m s21. Also, jUj10m has a tilting effect on the represented pattern depending on

the chosen ak formulation. Variations in SST induce a vertical displacement in dy and a shift in the color range of de.

The shifts induced by SST are toward higher de values for higher SSTs. The green line in (b) shows the empirical

jUj10m and SST-independent de(hs) relation fromPfahl and Sodemann (2014). The red and blue arrows on the color

bar in (a) illustrate the range of possible de values for a 10& range in dy at hs 5 40% (red arrows) and at hs 5 80%

(blue arrows).
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the traditional d definition on Rayleigh distillation at

low humidity (Dütsch et al. 2017). Thus, the dry back-

ground airstream’s dy signature is generally not far from

the dy signature that it acquires during moistening by

ocean evaporation.

In contrast to typical SLOE conditions with low hs, de
is very sensitive to dy for high hs, when evaporation is

generally weaker. When comparing the blue and red

arrows on the color bar in Fig. 1a the same deviation of

65& of dy from closure leads to a small impact on de for

hs 5 40% and to a comparatively large impact for hs 5
80%.We thus expect de to be organized around the close

neighborhood of the black line for hs , 60% [during

SLOE; see also section 3c in Part I)] and with a larger

spread around the closure line for hs $ 60% (during

no SLOE).

An isotope-enabled numerical model such as the

isotope-enabled regional Consortium for Small-Scale

Modeling Model (COSMOiso) includes the influence of

the dy feedback on de and thus provides an ideal test

bed for investigating the validity of the closure hypoth-

esis during SLOE. In a 3-month winter simulation with

COSMOiso (Pfahl et al. 2012) over the North Atlantic,

we find relatively small deviations of de from dy during

SLOE of 2&–6& and much larger deviations of more

than 10& for no-SLOE conditions (see appendix A for

further technical information on the COSMOiso simulation

and the adaptedSLOE identification procedure).Note that

FIG. 2. (a) Closure deuterium excess in ocean evaporation dc as a function of hs with SST

(colored shading) and jUj10m. (b) Intercept of the dc(hs) relation as a function of SST and

jUj10m. The lines show properties of the dc(hs) relation assuming closure at SST 5 208C in

(a) and for variable SST in (b) for different equilibrium fractionation factors a [Majoube 1971

(hereinafter MA71); Horita and Wesolowski 1994 (hereinafter HW94)] and nonequilibrium

fractionation factors ak [Cappa et al. 2003 (hereinafter C03); PW09;MJ79]. The empirical jUj10m
and SST-independent dc(hs) relation from Pfahl and Sodemann (2014) are shown in green.
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the differences between closure and nonclosure dy found

by Jouzel and Koster (1996), as well as in the above-

mentioned COSMOiso simulation, are generally smaller

than the uncertainty of 3&–7& for the presently avail-

able measurements (e.g., Aemisegger et al. 2012; Bonne

et al. 2014; Bailey et al. 2015; Steen-Larsen et al. 2015).

No direct validation of predicted SLOE dc using the

CG65closure is conducted in this study using measure-

ments. For the years 2011–13 the obtained values for

seasonal SLH-weighted mean dc were compared to the

few year-around water vapor measurements available

from ocean-close setups (three stations in the North

Atlantic and one station in eastern China). The results

are shown (see Table B1) and discussed briefly in

appendix B.We onlymention here that the performance

of the DJF dc compares best with the observations when

using ak(MJ79cstu6ms) with a maximum seasonal de-

viation of 2.8& in the case of Ivittuut, Greenland. The

seasonal means of dc for ak(PW09) mostly show a pos-

itive bias, whereas the seasonal means of dc for ak(MJ79)

instead feature a low bias in estimated dc.

To summarize, we discussed two major arguments

related to why the closure assumption is likely to be

fulfilled during SLOE conditions: 1) SLOE airstreams

take up a large amount of humidity from ocean evapo-

ration (Part I), thus overwriting the airstream’s back-

ground d signature, and 2) when using the CG65 model

[Eq. (3)] at low hs, the background dy influence is much

weaker because of the smaller weighting in the CG65

equation than at high hs, as illustrated in Fig. 1.

3. Results and discussion

a. SLOE-induced dc anomalies and the role of
cyclones for dc variability

The 6-hourly dc fields obtained using different ak

show similar spatial patterns but clear differences in

absolute values (Figs. 3a–c). High dc values are generally

found inside SLOE features for all ak. As expected from

comparing the linear relationship in Fig. 2a, the highest

dc values are obtained when using ak(PW09) (Fig. 3b)

and lowest when using ak(MJ79). From a comparison

with seasonal measurement data (appendix B; see Table

B1), we find that when using ak(PW09) the dc data suffer

from an apparent high bias and when using ak(MJ79)

the dc data suffer from an apparent low bias. In the case

of ak(PW09), this might come from the fact that the

measurement data used to obtain this parameterization

stem from the eastern Mediterranean Sea and were as-

sociated with a specific wind or boundary layer stability

regime. In addition, the influence of nonresolved mixing

with local land sources might have played a role as the

measurement station used in PW09 is located 10km

from the Israeli coast inRehovot. In the case of ak(MJ79)

the low dc values come from the wind dependency of the

ak formulation,which has a strong impact, not only on the

6-hourly dc patterns, but also at monthly and annual time

scales and the dc(hs) and dc(SST) relations, as discussed in

sections 3b and 3d below. Additionally to the lower dc
values in Fig. 3a for ak(MJ79) compared to the wind-

independent ak formulations in Figs. 3b,c, the dc field in

Fig. 3a shows abrupt changes of dc values that are due to

the step change in the wind regime at 7ms21. The wind

dependency of ak(MJ79) induces maxima of dc that are

slightly displaced compared to the two other ak pa-

rameterizations, sometimes these maxima are found at

the border or even outside the SLOE features.

The same tendency has already been mentioned for

the 6-hourly fields is true for the cold season mean fields

for the different ak (Fig. 4) and the mean conditions for

all SLOE objects in the North Atlantic (Table 1).

Highest wintertime dc values are found for ak(PW09)

(Figs. 4c,d), lowest values for ak(MJ79) (Figs. 4a,b), and

intermediate values for ak(MJ79cstu6ms) (Figs. 4e,f).

Wintertime composites of dc during SLOE reveal higher

dc than the SLH-weighted seasonal means for all ak in

the extratropics (cf. Figs. 4b,d,f and Figs. 4a,c,e). For

ak(MJ79) only, very small differences in the seasonalmeans

are found in the subtropics (Figs. 4a,b). For ak(PW09)

and ak(MJ79cstu6ms), the dc differences between the

SLOE composites and the SLH-weighted means are in

the range of 2&–8&, and higher values in the SLOE

composites than in the SLH-weighted means. This high-

lights again the strongly anomalous conditions in hs and

near-surface wind speeds during SLOE compared to av-

erage evaporative conditions, as discussed in Part I. The

patterns of the dc fields are otherwise similar between

the SLOE composites and the SLH-weighted means

for a given ak. Highest SLOE dc values are found along

the warm WBCs and along the sea ice edge and in the

northern latitudes of the North Atlantic. Both regions

are associated with hs , 60% during SLOE. When in-

cluding the effect of SST, the high-latitude cold season

dc values are substantially lower than those obtained by

themeasurement-based linear regression prediction based

solely on hs from Pfahl and Sodemann (2014). The lowest

SLOE dc values are found in regions associated with hs .
60% and strong near-surface winds. The same spatial dc
distribution is reflected in the wintertime cyclone com-

posites shown in Fig. 5a, albeit with approximately 5&–

10& lower dc values than in the SLOE composites. A

large part of the cyclone area is generally associated with

warm-air advection, high hs, and thus lower dc. The con-

trasts between the dc values in the SLOE composites and

the cyclone composites highlight the importance of

these features in the modulation of the dc signature.
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b. Direct and indirect effects of hs and SST on dc

When applying the CG65closure formulation for de-

termining dc, hs, and SST are the main environmental

controlling variables. Additionally jUj10m is important if

ak(MJ79) is used. We will first focus on hs and SST and

their influence on dc for ak(MJ79cstu6ms) and then

discuss the influence of jUj10m on the dc–hs and dc–SST

correlations when using ak(MJ79). We use the SLOE

framework and the closure assumption to discuss the

FIG. 3. Closure deuterium excess in ocean evaporation dc (colored shading) for different nonequilibrium fractionation factors ak at

1800 UTC 1Mar 2010 in the North Atlantic: (a) ak fromMJ79, (b) ak from PW09, and (c) ak fromMJ79 without wind-speed dependency

and ak(MJ79) taken at jUj10m 5 6m s21 (MJ79cstu6ms). Differences (d) between dc with ak(MJ79) and dc with ak(MJ79cstu6ms) and

(e) between dcwith ak(PW09) and dcwith ak(MJ79cstu6ms) are shown. (f) Since dcwith ak(MJ79) is strongly affected by jUj10m, this field
is shown for reference. SLOE features using the evaporation efficiency parameter fpw$ 1.5 h21 in Part I are shown with red contours, and

the cyclone regions are shown with black contours. Land areas, regions covered with sea ice, or where SLH $ 0Wm22 (SLH from the

atmosphere to the ocean) are masked in white and correspond to areas with hs . 90%.
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relationship between dc and its controlling variables.

Within a nonclosure framework the described relation-

ships are impacted by the past history of the water vapor

present at the site of evaporation and we expect the dc–hs
and dc–SST correlations to be weakened particularly

in conditions of high hs. Figure 6 illustrates the direct

and indirect controls of hs and SST on dc. The direct

controls are those coming from the variable itself as it

enters into the CG65closure parameterization. The di-

rect controls shown by thick arrows in Fig. 6 represent a

positive relationship between SST and dc that comes

from the SST dependency of a and a negative relation-

ship between hs and dc that reflects the stronger non-

equilibrium fractionation effects for larger near-surface

humidity gradients (as also illustrated in Fig. 2). Indeed,

the highest dc values are found in regions of warm SSTs

during cold-air advection, inducing strong humidity

gradients toward the sea surface as, for example, along

the warmWBCs (Fig. 4). The indirect controls are those

emerging from cross correlations between hs and SST

FIG. 4. (a),(c),(e) Winter (DJF for the Northern Hemisphere and JJA for the Southern Hemisphere) SLH-

weighted means and (b),(d),(f) SLOE composites of dc for the period 1979–2014, for (a),(b) ak(MJ79), (c),(d)

ak(PW09), and (e),(f) ak(MJ79cstu6ms). Land areas, regions with seasonal mean SLOE frequencies below 1%

(tropics), or areas with seasonal sea ice (seasonal mean SST # 08C) are masked.
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(black arrows in Fig. 6). Two regimes can be found,

when looking more closely at the nature of the hs–SST

relationship:

1) Apositive feedback regime reinforces theCG65closure

direct controls, in which a negative correlation be-

tween hs and SST is found. At the interannual time

scale this regime is strongest along the warm WBCs,

associated with ‘‘warm ocean’’ SLOE and character-

ized by rapid moisture export (Fig. 7b; see also the

discussion on SLOE types in Part I). At monthly to

seasonal time scales, although weak, it is generally

found equatorward of 508N and 508S with its stron-

gest impact at the eastern subtropical boundaries

of the large ocean basins (Fig. 7a). In this regime,

the SST variability dominates the strength of air–

sea interactions. The regression slope of near-surface

air temperature (SAT) with respect to SST is ,1

(Figs. 7g,h). The changes in the specific humidity of

the air qa are smaller than the SST induced changes

in the saturation specific humidity with respect to

SST qs. Higher SSTs thus induce stronger air–sea

humidity gradients (i.e., lower hs). In this posi-

tive feedback regime, the dc–SST correlations are

positive (Figs. 7c,d), which corresponds to the tra-

ditionally assumed dominating regime over long

time scales for the interpretation of d in ice cores

(e.g., Johnsen et al. 1989; Vimeux et al. 1999; Stenni

et al. 2001).

2) Anegative feedback regimeweakens theCG65closure

direct controls, in which a positive correlation

between hs and SST is found. This regime is partic-

ularly pronounced at high latitudes and at monthly–

seasonal time scales (Fig. 7a). Higher SSTs in

summer go along with weaker air–sea humidity gra-

dients (i.e., higher hs), and conversely lower SSTs in

winter appear when the effects of cold-air advec-

tion are strongest and the humidity depletion of

the air is largest. This is the seasonal cycle that is

reflected in extratropical precipitation dp from the

Global Network of Isotopes in Precipitation (GNIP;

IAEA/WMO 2018; Araguás-Araguás et al. 2000) as
described by Pfahl and Sodemann (2014). At the

interannual time scale this regime is predominant in

regions of high jUj10m along the storm track north-

east of Newfoundland and Japan in the Northern

Hemisphere and along the winter sea ice edge in the

Southern Hemisphere (Fig. 7b). In this regime, the

direct controls on dc are weakened. This has a strong

impact on the dc–SST relationship, which is even

reversed compared to the positive dc–SST relation-

ship resulting from the direct CG65closure control

(Figs. 7c,d). The SAT variability dominates the air–

sea temperature and humidity gradient, and the re-

gression slope of SAT with respect to SST is .1

(Figs. 7g,h). The changes in qa are larger than the SST-

induced changes in qs. The thermodynamical prop-

erties of the air masses (SAT and qa) shape the

variability of hs. The preconditioning of these air

masses and their large-scale flow is the determining

TABLE 1. Values for dc during SLOE in the North Atlantic (308–
908N, 1008W–1008E) during the period 2010–14.

Mean

Std

dev

10th

percentile

90th

percentile

dc for MJ79 (&) 12.3 5.3 7.2 18.7

dc for PW09 (&) 23.0 5.6 15.8 30.4

dc for MJ79cstu6ms (&) 16.9 4.6 10.9 23.0

FIG. 5. Winter composites (DJF for the Northern Hemisphere and JJA for the Southern Hemisphere) of dc for

the period 1979–2014 during (a) cyclone passages and (b) SLOE for ak(MJ79cstu6ms). Land areas, regions with

seasonal sea ice, or with occurrence frequencies smaller than 1% for cyclones in (a) or SLOE in (b) are masked.
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factor for the hs–SST relationship. The regions asso-

ciatedwith this regime at the monthly time scale and

partly also at the interannual time scale are regions

of net moisture convergence mainly coinciding with

‘‘wind driven’’ and ‘‘polar air’’ SLOE.

Note that the correlation patterns found here for SLOE

are similar to the patterns found when using SLH-

weighted monthly and annual means and the same

interpretations are valid (not shown). The cross corre-

lation between hs and SST is particularly important for

the dc–SST relationship as it can invert the sign of this

relationship in certain regions (Figs. 7c,d). The dc–hs
relationship is only weakly or not impacted by hs–SST

cross-correlation effects (Figs. 7e,f). The strength of the

dc–hs relationship is only notably affected at themonthly

time scale (Fig. 7e) in regions with a strong dc–SST re-

lationship and a weak hs–SST relationship [r(hs, SST);
0]. These are interesting regions to study more closely

using measurements, for example, from Bermuda

(Steen-Larsen et al. 2014) or Japan to gain further pro-

cess understanding. In these regions, SST might play a

more important role in dc variability than at other lo-

cations. The strong negative relationship between dc and

hs is also clearly reflected in recent synoptic time-scale

measurements in the Mediterranean Sea (Angert et al.

2008; Pfahl andWernli 2008), the NorthAtlantic (Steen-

Larsen et al. 2013, 2014; Benetti et al. 2014), as well as

the Southern Ocean (Uemura et al. 2008). A clear pos-

itive correlation between dc and SST (positive feedback

regime) is only found for the part of the expedition from

Antarctica to Australia in Uemura et al. (2008) . It must

be stressed that the correlation found by Uemura et al.

(2008) was a spatial correlation. Indeed, as shown by

Brown and Simmonds (2004), the isotope–climate re-

lationships are not invariant and depend on the spe-

cific distribution of continents and atmospheric flow

regimes. Pfahl andWernli (2008) found a weak negative

FIG. 6. Schematic of the main direct and indirect controlling mechanisms of hs and SST on

dc. The direct controlling mechanisms are those exerted by hs and SST through the

CG65closure model, namely a positive relationship between SST and dc (through a) and

a negative relationship between hs and dc. These direct controls can be reinforced, attenuated,

or even inverted depending on the sign and strength of the cross-correlation effects between

hs and SST. The sensitivity of SAT to SST (›SAT/›SST) controls the sign and amplitude of the

cross correlation between hs and SST. If the variability in qs is larger than qa, the variability of

hs5 qa/qswill be primarily controlled by the SST. Higher qs thus induces lower hs. If qa varies

more than qs, hs will be primarily determined by SAT. Higher qa thus induces higher hs. In

summary, for ›SAT/›SST, 1, the SST variability regime dominates; in this case the SST and

hs are negatively related. The negative hs–SST cross correlation reinforces the CG65closure

controls on dc. If, on the contrary, ›SAT/›SST. 1, the SAT variability regime dominates and

the SST and hs are negatively related. The positive hs–SST cross correlation weakens the

CG65closure controls on dc. Wind speed and boundary layer stability, which are not repre-

sented here, may influence ak and through it the dc(hs) and dc(SST) relations.
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FIG. 7. Correlation of hs and SST using (a) monthly composite data and (b) annual composites during SLOE.

Correlation between dc estimated with ak(MJ79cstu6ms) and SST using (c) monthly composite data and (d) annual

composites. Correlation between dc estimated with ak(MJ79cstu6ms) and hs using (e) monthly composite data and

(f) annual composites. The SAT (SST) linear regression slopes for (g) monthly and (h) annual composites. The red

contours in (g) and (h) highlight the SAT (SST) slope of 18C 8C21. The correlation and SAT (SST) slope maps are

composites obtained from the conditions during SLOE events during the period 1979–2014. For ak(PW09), the

correlation patterns between dc with hs and dc with SST look similar. [For ak(MJ79), the correlation fields are

weaker and are shown for monthly data in Fig. 8.] All the patterns look similar when using SLH-weighted monthly

composites instead of composites during SLOE conditions. Land areas, regions with seasonal mean SLOE fre-

quencies below 1% (tropics), or areas with seasonal sea ice are masked.
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temporal dc–SST correlation for the Mediterranean Sea

(negative feedback regime).

When including the effect of jUj10m on ak by using

ak(MJ79), the correlation patterns of SST and hs with

dc are substantially weakened, as shown in Fig. 8 using

monthly mean composites of SLOE conditions, espe-

cially for regions of high jUj10m, where dc–hs correlations
of,0.4 are found. The important consequences of these

weakened correlations of dc with its primary control

variables on the resulting linear sensitivity estimates

using ak(MJ79) will be discussed in section 3d.

c. Correlations between jUj10m and dc

Correlations between dc and jUj10m for all the ak are

approximately 20.5 during SLOE. For the SLH-

weighted dc estimates a weak positive correlation is

found of up to 0.5. Similar values but of opposite sign are

obtained for the correlation between hs and jUj10m. The
expected positive influence of the wind speed on the

evaporation strength probably leads to a weak positive

correlation between dc and jUj10m in the SLH-weighted

data. In the case of SLOE composites, the focus on

strongly evaporative conditions appears to reverse the

relationship between dc and jUj10m. SLOE events with

high wind speeds are generally associated with higher hs
and thus lower dc than SLOE events with low winds,

leading to the observed negative temporal dc–jUj10m
relationship. The same tendency is visible in the spatial

correlations of dc and jUj10m during SLOE. Composites

of SLOE showmaxima of jUj10m (strongly ‘‘wind-driven

SLOE’’) collocated with maxima of hs (Part I) (i.e.,

minima of de). A prominent meridional band of maxima

in jUj10m during strong ocean evaporation at about 508S
and around 508–608N in the region of frequent cyclone

passages has a corresponding band of maxima in hs and

minima in dc (Fig. 4). The typical large-scale circulation

associated with SLOE is thus probably responsible for

the observed negative dc–jUj10m correlation.

d. Sensitivity of dc with respect to hs and SST at the
moisture source

Because of the two existing regimes of cross correla-

tion between hs and SST described in section 3b, the

sensitivities of dc compared to hs and SST are not spa-

tially uniform as shown for monthly and annual data in

Figs. 9 and 10. Note that only univariate linear re-

gression slope estimates are discussed here.Multivariate

sensitivity estimates lead to slightly different values and

are of secondary importance, if the final aim is to invert

the relationship and use d from natural archives as a

climate proxy. We start by first discussing the spatial

variability the dc(hs) slope and then the dc(SST) slope

during SLOE. At the end of this section we present a

more detailed analysis of these dc(hs) and dc(SST) sen-

sitivities for the North Atlantic using average conditions

in individual SLOE features occurring during the period

2010–14 (308–908N, 1008W–1008E; Table 2 and Fig. 11).

For ak(MJ79cstu6ms) a global-mean dc(hs) slope

of 20.42& 6 0.05&%21 when using monthly com-

posites is found with a small spatial variability (Fig. 9b).

This value is close to the slopes found in studies based

on near-surface water vapor measurements, in which

linear dc(hs) relations with slopes from 20.42&%21

to 20.58&%21 were found to fit the observations rel-

atively well in the North Atlantic (Benetti et al. 2014;

Bonne et al. 2014; Steen-Larsen et al. 2015) as well as in

the SouthernOcean (Uemura et al. 2008). Forak(PW09),

a dc(hs) slope of 20.52& 6 0.03&%21 is found [not

shown; same patterns as for ak(MJ79cstu6ms)]. This

slope is close to the one found in a study based on

measurements in the eastern Mediterranean Sea (Pfahl

and Wernli 2008).

FIG. 8. Correlation of (a) dc with SST and (b) dc with hs using

monthly mean data and ak(MJ79) during SLOE. Both patterns

look similar when using SLH-weighted monthly means. Land

areas, regions with seasonal mean SLOE frequencies below 1%

(tropics), or areas with seasonal sea ice are masked.
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The dc(hs) slopes tend to become slightly steeper with

longer averaging time scales for the wind-independent

ak (cf. Figs. 9b and 10b). A steepening tendency of the

dc(hs) slope for data averaged from 1 day to 2 weeks has

also been mentioned by Steen-Larsen et al. (2014) for

measurements in Bermuda.

For ak(MJ79) the effect of jUj10m on the dc(hs) slope

estimate is considerable. The dc(hs) slope shows strong

spatial variability (Figs. 9a and 10a). The steepest slopes

with comparable values to the estimates from the wind-

independent ak formulations are found in regions where

the smooth wind regime is more frequent than the rough

regime, especially at lower latitudes, in the subtropics,

and along the warm WBCs. Much flatter dc(hs) slopes

with values between 20.1& and 20.3&%21 are found

elsewhere. Such flat dc(hs) slopes have only been docu-

mentedover land (Welp et al. 2012;Aemisegger et al. 2014);

however, they have not yet been found in measurements

from the marine boundary layer. The dc(hs) slopes using

ak(MJ79) can become particularly flat in areas of high

jUj10m along the storm tracks.

As opposed to the dc(hs) relation, a strong spatial

variability in the dc(SST) slopes covering the whole

range between 21& and 11& 8C21 is found for all ak

(Figs. 9c,d and 10c,d). Furthermore, the same steepen-

ing tendency as for the dc(hs) relation for increasing

averaging time scales is observed for the global-mean

dc(SST) slope, which increases from 0.14& 6 0.36& to

0.52&6 0.37& 8C–1 for ak (MJ79cstu6ms). Our analysis

from section 3b above suggests that this tendency is re-

lated to changes in the hs–SST feedback regime on dy for

longer time scales.When using annualmean composites,

the negative hs–SST relationship becomes stronger,

particularly over the warmWBCs and tends to reinforce

the direct CG65closure control on the dc(SST) relation,

leading to the observed steepening of the dc(SST) slope.

FIG. 9. Regression slopes (univariate) of monthly mean composites during SLOE of (a),(b) dc(hs), (c),(d)

dc(SST), using (a),(c) ak(MJ79) and (b),(d) ak(MJ79cstu6ms). Land areas, regions with seasonal mean SLOE

frequencies below 1% (tropics), or areas with seasonal sea ice are masked.
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The spatial dc(SST) sensitivity patterns from the

ak(MJ79) formulation are similar to the ones from the

wind-independent ak, although with attenuated am-

plitude (Figs. 9c,d and 10c,d).

To investigate the dc(hs) and dc(SST) slopes at the

oceanwide scale and focusing on average conditions

associated with individual SLOE events, a more detailed

SLOE object-based analysis was performed for the

North Atlantic between 2010 and 2015. In Fig. 11, the

same differences in dc(hs) slopes for different ak for-

mulations as described above for the gridpoint-based

analysis for the full ERA-Interim period can be ob-

served. The large uncertainty bars shown in gray in

Fig. 11 reflect the sometimes large variability in hs and dc
conditions across a single SLOE object. The distribution

of hs beneath the x axis in Fig. 11c highlights the high

frequency of SLOE events that are associated with low

hs conditions. The 10th–90th percentile range for hs
encompasses values between 40% and 65%. The slopes

and correlations of the dc(hs) and the dc(SST) relations

for the SLOE-based North Atlantic analysis are sum-

marized in Table 2. The lowest dc–hs correlation is found

for ak(MJ79) and the highest for ak(PW09). The MJ79

dc(hs) slope of 20.31&%21 for the North Atlantic is

much lower than the ones discussed above from pub-

lished measurement datasets. The fact that simulations

performed with isoGCMs in recent years have been

nearly exclusively done using ak(MJ79) might explain

FIG. 10. As in Fig. 9, but using annual composites during SLOE.

TABLE 2. The dc(hs) and dc(SST) temporal regression slopes

(univariate p values are all ,0.01) and correlations from mean

conditions during SLOE in the North Atlantic (308–908N, 1008W–

1008E) in the 6-hourly fields of the period 2010–14 for the different

ak (see also scatterplots in Fig. 11). The standard error of the slope

estimates are smaller than the indicated precision.

MJ79 PW09 MJ79cstu6ms

r(dc, hs) 20.67 20.87 20.81

dc(hs) slope (&%21) 20.31 20.52 20.42

r(dc, SST) 0.52 0.48 0.58

dc(SST) slope (& 8C21) 0.28 0.25 0.34
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FIG. 11. Scatterplots of mean conditions of SLOE objects for different ak values in the North Atlantic (308–908N,

1008W–1008E). The standard deviation of the conditions for each SLOE object is shown with gray errorbars. Each

point represents one SLOE object in the 6-hourly reanalysis fields during the period 2010–14.
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part of the deficiencies of thesemodels in representing the

moisture source dc. Indeed, better agreement with GNIP

precipitation isotope measurement data using ak(PW09)

than ak(MJ79) has been found by Dütsch (2016) in 10-yr

climate simulations with COSMOiso (Pfahl et al. 2012).

Note that slightly steeper dc(hs) slopes are found

here for high SSTs than for low SSTs [20.38&%21

for SST , 218C and 20.44&%21 for SST . 268C for

ak(MJ79cstu6ms)]. Steen-Larsen et al. (2014) also found

steeper dc(hs) slopes for SST . 268C than for SST ,
218C in their near-surface atmospheric water vapor

isotope measurements in the North Atlantic (see their

Fig. 11c). This tendency of finding steeper dc(hs) slopes

in regions of warm ocean waters can also be observed in

Figs. 9b and 10b and can be attributed to the positive

feedback of SST through its cross correlation with hs.

A particularly interesting subregion in the North At-

lantic in terms of dc(hs) and dc(SST) slopes is the region

of the Labrador and Irminger Seas, as well as the North

Atlantic south of Iceland and east of Newfoundland

(LISEI region in Part I). In the LISEI region, both

slopes reach their North Atlantic minimum. The dc(hs)

slope is approximately 20.35&%21 and the dc(SST)

slope is negative, in the range from 21& to 0& 8C21.

Accordingly, this region stands out in the correlation

analysis presented above in section 3b as affected by a

strong positive cross correlation between hs and SST at

both monthly and interannual time scales. It is probable

that the cyclone frequency in the Irminger Sea exerts a

key control on this pattern of cross correlations. The

cyclone frequency in the Irminger Sea is strongly linked

with the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO). One possi-

ble mechanism inducing a positive hs–SST relationship

is that more frequent cyclones during positive-phase

NAO (NAO1) years induce more frequent cold-air

outbreaks in the LISEI region. These cold-air outbreaks

are in turn responsible for more frequent SLOE events

that lower hs and probably lead to evaporative cooling of

the sea surface (Part I). This control of Irminger Sea

storms on evaporation patterns in the LISEI region may

be responsible for the positive cross correlation found

here between hs and SST in this region.

The marked change in SLOE frequency in the North

Atlantic for NAO1 compared to negative-phase NAO

(NAO2) years may be relevant for the source signature

recorded in the stable water isotopic composition of

moisture transported to Greenland. Indeed, distinctly

higher dp values in precipitation during NAO1 com-

pared to NAO2 have been found in westernGreenland,

where precipitation mainly originates from the LISEI

region (Sodemann et al. 2008b). An opposite ten-

dency with higher dp for NAO2 has been found for

eastern Greenland, where the evaporative sources of

precipitation are located in the eastern North Atlantic

along the European coast with slightly lower hs during

NAO2 compared to NAO1 (Fig. 10c in Part I). The

isotope signature of Greenland precipitation thus seems

to qualitatively reflect the dipole of NAO-induced

changes in cold-air advection and SLOE over the

midlatitude North Atlantic. To ascertain this link be-

tween Greenland dp and SLOE frequency in the dif-

ferent regions of the North Atlantic, more detailed

research will be necessary using measurement data

from the marine moisture source and precipitation in

Greenland. Additional factors such as cloud micro-

physical processes as well as the d definition problem

(Dütsch 2016; Markle et al. 2017) can potentially alter

the above-described moisture source isotope–climate

relationship.

e. Synthesis of the use of different nonequilibrium
fractionation factors ak

We showed above that when using steep dc(hs) slopes

in the CG65closure framework such as with ak(PW09)

on a seasonal mean basis, very high dc values are ob-

tained, which show a positive bias with the few avail-

able year-round measurements particularly in autumn

and winter. Flatter slopes such as those obtained with

ak(MJ79) however show negative biases with observa-

tions particularly in spring and summer (appendix B).

The results with ak(MJ79cstu6ms) presented here seem

to correspond relatively well with what has been observed

in recent measurements. However, a more thorough

assessment also at high temporal resolution using mea-

surements from the marine boundary layer would be

needed to confirm this finding. It may be that from

empirical field data a boundary layer stability and tur-

bulence dependent formulation of ak emerges, as has

been suggested in previous literature (Craig andGordon

1965; MJ79; Tanny and Cohen 2008), to take into ac-

count the different turbulent boundary layer regimes

observed in different synoptic environments. The ex-

isting ak(MJ79) parameterization that includes a wind-

dependent parameterization reflecting changes in the

laminar evaporation-layer properties and surface rough-

ness leads to low-biased dc estimates. This is mainly due

to an overrepresentation of rough evaporation condi-

tions, as shown here and in previous studies (e.g., Risi

et al. 2013). This calls for an adapted wind- or stability-

dependent formulation of ak.

Following the general definition of ak introduced by

Craig and Gordon (1965) in analogy with the Pasquill–

Sutton turbulence model (Pasquill 1943; Sutton 1934),

a
k
5

�
D

D0

�m

, (7)
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where ak . 1, with a diffusion coefficient of standard

water D and a diffusion coefficient of heavy isotope D0.
The exponent m varies in the range 0–1 and represents

the ratio of diffusive versus turbulent transport (see also

Craig and Gordon 1965; Gat 1996; C03; Horita et al.

2008; PW09, and references therein). For m 5 0 and

ak 5 1, the transport is purely turbulent, and no frac-

tionation occurs. For m 5 1, the transport is purely

diffusive and nonequilibrium fractionation is important.

Strongly diffusive conditions can be expected for very

stagnant interfaces, as for example during soil evapo-

ration, and have been observed in laboratory studies and

in the field (Mathieu andBariac 1996;Braud et al. 2009a,b;

Aemisegger et al. 2014). Even though this formulation

for ak does not directly include a quantitative charac-

terization of the laminar boundary layer and surface

roughness (Noone et al. 2013), it is very tractable and

can be easily related to different boundary layer

structure and roughness parameters to determine the

exponent m empirically under different turbulence

conditions.

A simple and close to linear relationship between the

comparatively easily measurable dc(hs) slope [sM78
dy(hs)

,

using the Merlivat (1978) diffusivities] and the expo-

nent m in the above ak definition [Eq. (7)] can be ob-

tained from the linearized CG65closure equation (see

appendix C for the derivation):

m520:530 45sM78
dy(hs)

2 0:006 99: (8)

In this study the exponent m was variable in the MJ79

parameterization: m 5 0.221 for MJ79cstu6ms and m 5
0.28 for PW09 (see PW09 for a more detailed discussion

of the numerical value of m corresponding to their ak).

More measurements, ideally ship based, under different

synoptic-scale conditions and particularly in the case of

strong ocean evaporation during cold-air advection, in-

cluding wind speed and surface roughness conditions,

would provide valuable additional data to better con-

strain ak.

Note, that a possible wind-dependent confounding

factor for changes in the dc(hs) slope is the deviation

from closure conditions, particularly at high hs. Then,

the composition of the ambient background water vapor

dc feeds back onto de. Spatially distributed measure-

ments including upstream and downstream conditions

would thus be particularly useful.

4. Conclusions

In this paper we have presented global estimates of

dc during events of strong moisture uptake by the

atmosphere resulting from strong large-scale ocean

evaporation (SLOE) using different formulations of the

nonequilibrium fractionation factor ak. To compile this

climatology, we have used the CG65closure model

based on the closure assumption of MJ79 applied to the

Craig and Gordon (1965) model formulation for water

isotope evaporation. We showed that the closure as-

sumption is more likely to be fulfilled for d during SLOE

conditions for two reasons: 1) the large amount of fresh

evaporate taken up by the dry airstreams inducing

SLOE leads to a rapid overwriting of the background

isotope composition, and 2) at low hs that is character-

istic of such events the influence of the background

isotope composition is reduced compared to situations

with high hs.

For all the tested ak parameterizations, we consis-

tently find the highest dc to occur along the warmWBCs

in wintertime when SLOE is most frequent. Other re-

gions with relatively high dc values are found along the

sea ice edge in the Norwegian Sea, the Labrador Sea,

and theRoss Seawhere cold-air outbreaks lead to strong

near-surface humidity gradients. The spatial patterns of

SLOE and cyclone dc composites are similar, although

the dc values in the cyclone composites are approxi-

mately 10& lower, reflecting the importance of high hs
in cyclones particularly in areas of warm-air advection.

The expected contrasts in the isotope composition of

near-surface water vapor and evaporation d between

warm- and cold-air advection areas in extratropical cy-

clones cannot however be investigated using the

framework of this paper, because during warm-air ad-

vection the closure assumption is most likely not fulfilled

(because of the high hs, small humidity uptake, or even

net humidity loss by the airstreams and the potential

additional input of moisture by precipitation evapora-

tion). More measurement data combined with isotope-

enabled numerical model simulations are needed to

investigate the differences in the boundary layer d sig-

nature under these two contrasting large-scale forcing

situations. This will be possible with the extensive

dataset of marine boundary layer water vapor isotope

measurements gathered as part of the Antarctic Cir-

cumnavigation Expedition (ACE) in the Southern

Ocean during December 2016–March 2017 (Swiss Polar

Institute 2017).

In addition to the distinct high dc anomaly associated

with cold-air advection, we highlight the role of the cross

correlation between hs and SST as an important factor

determining the properties of the dc(SST) relation. Two

regimes in the hs–SST correlation have been described.

In the positive feedback regime, the cross correlation

between hs and SST reinforces the direct CG65closure

controls of hs and SST on dc. This regime is typically

found in regions characterized by ‘‘warm ocean’’ SLOE
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along the major warm WBCs. It reflects the classical

interpretation of dc as a positively related SST proxy and

is generally assumed to be the dominating regime over

long time scales. The negative feedback regime is asso-

ciated with a weakening of the direct controls of hs and

SST on dc. This second regime is more important at high

latitudes for ‘‘polar air’’ and ‘‘wind driven’’ SLOE,

particularly at synoptic–monthly time scales. This re-

gime dominates in cases where the air temperature

variability is large compared to the SST variability. An

illustration of the negative feedback regime is given by

the typical extratropical annual cycle in marine bound-

ary layer dc with higher SSTs during the summer along

with high hs, and lower SSTs along with low hs during

the winter.

By comparing wintertime dc composites during SLOE

for different ak, we find similar spatial patterns but

with a considerable spread in the absolute values, which

emphasizes the need for measurement data to better

constrain ak. The wind dependency of the widely used

MJ79 parameterization introduces a strong weakening

of the dc sensitivity to its primary control variables hs
and SST as well as unrealistic abrupt changes in the

6-hourly dc fields as a result of the step change in the

wind regime at 7m s21.

Globally, relatively constant dc(hs) slopes of

20.42&%21 [ak(MJ79cstu6ms)] and 20.52&%21

[ak(PW09)] are found for the two-testedwind-independent

ak formulations, whereas a large spatial variability is

introduced, when using the wind-dependent formula-

tion ak(MJ79).

Very large spatial variations are found in the dc(SST)

slopes for all tested ak. This important spatial variability

in the dc(SST) sensitivities is linked to the spatially

variable cross-correlation effects between hs and SST.

An important aspect that should be further explored

in the future is the possible imprint of the frequency of

SLOE events on the d signals of Antarctic and Green-

land ice cores. In this respect, the control of sea ice ex-

tent on the location of SLOE events, and the moisture

sources associated with different drill sites becomes

relevant. As shown by Steen-Larsen et al. (2013), high

d in water vapor at the North Greenland Eemian Ice

Drilling (NEEM) site is associated with air masses tak-

ing up water vapor near the sea ice margin. Further-

more, Noone and Simmonds (2004) investigated the d in

interior Antarctica (water vapor and precipitation) in

isotope-enabled model simulations and showed that d is

strongly affected by the sea ice extent, although the

study also underlines the discrepancy between modeled

and measured d.

The findings in this study point out the important

role of cold-air advection by extratropical cyclones in

inducing distinct positive anomalies in the moisture

source dc. The fate of this high-dc moisture taken up by

cold air masses and its possible contribution to long-

term d signals in precipitation and ice core data is a

subject of future investigations. A possible link between

high d anomalies in climate archives and moisture

source SLOE activity would provide an important basis

for understanding long-term variations of past changes

in regional cold-air outbreak and extratropical cyclone

activity.
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APPENDIX A

Deviation from Closure during SLOE Compared to
No-SLOE Conditions in a 3-Month COSMOiso

Simulation

The hypothesis that during SLOE events the strong

moisture input into the atmosphere resulting from

ocean evaporation leads to conditions that are close to

closure (i.e., dy 5 de) is tested using a 3-month win-

tertime simulation with COSMOiso (Fig. A1). For

details about the limited-area COSMO Model in

general see Steppeler et al. (2003); for details about

the water isotope implementation see Pfahl et al.

(2012). The isotope implementation into the multi-

layer land surface scheme (TERRA; Schrodin and

Heise 2001) is used as described in Dütsch (2016) and

Christner et al. (2018). The simulation is performed

over a large North Atlantic domain with a horizon-

tal resolution of 0.258 and 6-hourly output. In this

COSMOiso simulation, the horizontal wind fields

above 850 hPa are spectrally nudged (Von Storch et al.

2000) toward the reanalysis-based dynamical fields.
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The initial and boundary conditions for all the non-

isotopic model variables have been obtained from the

ECMWF reanalysis data. For the isotope variables,

data from the isoGCM (spectral T62 and 17 vertical

levels) are used (Yoshimura et al. 2008). This dataset

is produced by nudging the isoGCM toward global

reanalysis data (Yoshimura et al. 2008). The non-

equilibrium fractionation factor ak(MJ79cstu6ms) is

used. The results shown in Fig. A1 are similar when

using other ak definitions. The identification of SLOE

events has been applied as described for the ERA-

Interim dataset (Part I). Because of the different

vertical model level definition (the first model layer

has a depth of about 1.1 hPa and not around 2.4 hPa as

in the ERA-Interim dataset) and the finer horizontal

resolution, the identification parameters have been slightly

modified. The moisture uptake efficiency threshold fevap
has been set to 5h21.

The deviation from closure in the 3-month North

Atlantic COSMOiso simulation is quantified by the

absolute difference between the modeled de and dy
(Dde2y 5 jde 2dyj) for each grid point at each 6-hourly

time step. For dy the lowest model level is used. A

composite mean of Ddje2yj is computed for SLOE

(Fig. A1a) and no-SLOE conditions (Fig. A1b). The

Ddje2yj composite during SLOE shows much smaller

values than the Ddje2yj composite during no SLOE. The

spatial pattern of Ddje2yj during SLOE highlights re-

gions downstream of large continental areas such as

along the Mediterranean Sea and the North Atlantic

coasts of Europe and North America. These locally

larger Ddje2yj during SLOE are due to the advection of

continental air with a distinct isotope signature. Com-

paratively larger values are also found along the Gulf

Stream. A possible explanation for these larger de-

viations from closure along the storm track is the input

of moisture into the boundary layer resulting from

rainfall evaporation.

APPENDIX B

Comparison of Seasonal dc from ERA-Interim for
Different ak with Measurements

For the years 2011–13 the obtained seasonal SLH-

weighted mean dc values were compared to the few

year-around available water vapor isotope measure-

ments from ocean-close setups (three stations in the

North Atlantic and one station in eastern China; Table

B1). The closest available ocean grid point was chosen

to extract the seasonal means from the 18 horizontal
resolution fields. The root-mean-square errors are be-

tween 5.6& and 7.4&, which is in the range of the

present uncertainties of the observations (;3&–7&
depending on the study). Given the fact that no

transport effects are considered in our approach and

that we use the closure assumption, the seasonal

evaporation dc compare relatively well with the mea-

surement data. When using the wind-dependent ak

from MJ79, dc is consistently underestimated com-

pared to the measurements. This tendency is also

present in studies comparing dc from measurements

with isotope-enabled numerical model simulations,

which use the same ak definition (Steen-Larsen et al.

2013; Risi et al. 2013; Bonne et al. 2014). Annual av-

erage dc using the wind-independent ak(PW09) have a

consistent positive bias. Using ak(MJ79cstu6ms) yields

the best results although there is a tendency to un-

derestimate dc at the northern stations (Ivittuut and

Iceland). This is probably due to the influence of

transport and remote moisture sources affecting the

measurements.

FIG. A1. Deviation from closure measured by the mean absolute

difference between de and dy during (a) SLOE and (b) no SLOE

during a 3-month COSMOiso simulation. Regions with sea ice and

occurrence frequencies of ,5% for SLOE in (a) and no SLOE in

(b), as well as land areas, are masked.
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APPENDIX C

Wind-Independent Formulation for ak by
CG65closure and Its Link with the dc(hs) Slope

A simple and close to linear relationship between

the dc(hs) slope and the exponent m in the ak defini-

tion [Eq. (7)] can be obtained from the linearized

CG65closure equation. A Taylor expansion of Eq. (6)

of the form

f (x)5 f j
h50

1
df

dh

����
h50

h1 higher-order terms (C1)

and neglecting higher-order terms leads to the following

‘‘linearized’’ CG65closure equation for dc:
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This simple expression can be of practical use as it

allows us to explicitly link the stability-dependent

exponent m to measurable physical parameters that

are commonly assumed to control the evaporation of

water isotopes such as dc, hs, and SST, as well as the

relatively well-known diffusivities of the water mole-

cules. The validity of this expression is however re-

stricted to strongly evaporative conditions that justify

TABLE B1. Comparison of seasonal SLH-weighted means of dc using the CG65closure model for different ak (columns) with available

measurements of at least 1 yr for the mentioned seasons. The dc estimate from the different ak that is closest to the observations is

highlighted in italics. The root-mean-square difference (RMSD) between the seasonal mean dc estimates and the measurements.

Study and season Obs (&) MJ79 (&) PW09 (&) MJ79cstu6ms (&)

Ivittuut (Bonne et al. 2014)

DJF (Dec 2012 and Jan–Feb 2013) 15.9 9.6 19.2 13.1 (22.8)

MAM (Apr–May 2012 and Mar–May 2013) 11.8 5.7 11.8 (0) 7.4

JJA 2012 8.7 21.8 0.0 (28.7) 21.3

SON (Oct–Nov 2011 and Nov 2012) 21.1 11.6 18.1 (23.0) 12.1

Iceland (Steen-Larsen et al. 2015)

DJF (Dec 2011 and Jan–Feb 2012, and Dec 2012

and Jan–Feb 2013)

13.3 9.0 18.1 12.6 (20.9)

MAM 2012 16.4 9.6 17.4 (11.0) 12.1

JJA 2012 9 6.3 11.5 8.0 (21.0)

SON 2012 13.2 10.7 19.7 14.1 (10.9)

Bermuda (Steen-Larsen et al. 2014)

DJF (Dec 2011 and Jan–Feb 2012, and Dec 2012

and Jan–Feb 2013)

17 13.7 22.43 17.1 (10.1)

JJA 2012 9 9.0 (0) 13.9 11

Beijing (Wen et al. 2010)

DJF (Dec 2006 and Jan–Feb 2007) 14.8 12.9 22.3 15.5 (10.7)

MAM 2007 14.1 8.3 15.7 (11.6) 10.9

JJA 2007 7.2 10.3 12.7 9.9 (12.7)

SON 2007 11.7 18.2 (16.5) 26.4 19.3

RMSD — 6.8 7.4 5.6

FIG. C1. The exponentm in the wind-independent CG65closure

formulation of ak as a function of dc(hs) slopes. The thick black line

is the resulting relationship when using diffusivities of Merlivat

(1978) and the thin black line when using the diffusivities of C03.
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the use of the closure assumption. The resulting close

to linear relationship between the exponentm and the dc
(hs) slope is shown in Fig. C1.
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